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(54) A lift apparatus for an aircraft and an aircraft including the lift apparatus

(57) The present invention relates to a lift apparatus
for transporting objects (6) between a first compartment
(12) of an aircraft (10) and a second compartment (13)
of the aircraft (10) through an aperture (8) in a floor struc-
ture (1) separating the first compartment (12) and the
second compartment (13) from each other, and to an
aircraft (10) in which such lift apparatus (11) is mounted.
The lift apparatus (11) comprises a conveying means
(14) comprising a retaining portion (5) adapted to selec-
tively retain and release objects (6) to be transported, a
guide means (18a, 18b) to which the conveying means
(14) is mounted to be linearly movable in a guided manner
along a predetermined path of motion defined by the
guide means (18a, 18b), and a moving means adapted
for driving the conveying means (14) to linearly move
along the predetermined path of motion. The conveying
means (14) further comprises a closing portion (2). The
retaining portion (5) and the closing portion (2) are dis-
posed one after the other along the predetermined path
of motion, and the lift apparatus (11) is adapted to be
mounted in an aircraft (10) of the above type in such a
manner that the predetermined path of motion extends
through the aperture (8), and that the conveying means
(14) is selectively movable along the predetermined path
of motion between a first position, in which the closing
portion (2) is spaced from the floor structure (1) and the
aperture (8) and at least part of the retaining portion (5)
is disposed between the floor structure (1) and the closing
portion (2), and a second position, in which the closing
portion (2) closes the aperture (8).
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Description

[0001] The present application relates to a lift appara-
tus for an aircraft for transporting objects between a first
compartment of an aircraft and a second compartment
of an aircraft through an aperture in a floor structure sep-
arating the first compartment and the second compart-
ment from each other, and to an aircraft in which such a
lift apparatus is mounted.
[0002] Aircrafts typically comprise several distinct
compartments separated from each other by wall struc-
tures. In particular, such compartments generally com-
prise compartments arranged one above the other and
separated by a floor structure, for example a passenger
compartment arranged above a cargo compartment or
cargo bay. In this connection it may be desirable to utilize,
process or handle objects in a first compartment, such
as objects in a monument mounted in the upper com-
partment, but to store these objects in a second compart-
ment, such as the lower compartment, prior to their use,
processing or handling in order to maximize the space
available in the first compartment.
[0003] In the case of the first or upper compartment
being a passenger compartment storing such objects in
the second or lower compartment provides the advan-
tage of maximizing the space available for seating pas-
sengers, thereby increasing profitability and flexibility in
selecting an optimum cabin arrangement. Further, in the
case of the second or lower compartment being a cargo
compartment the advantage is provided that loading the
objects into the aircraft is facilitated and may be carried
out in accordance with standard cargo loading proce-
dures.
[0004] One particular example for this situation is a
passenger compartment in which a monument is mount-
ed which is an aircraft galley. Such galley is mounted on
a floor structure in the passenger compartment of an air-
craft, and the catering goods, such as food and bever-
ages, are often loaded in boxes and/or trolleys into the
aircraft and stored in a storage rack arrangement in the
galley or in a separate storage rack arrangement located
within the passenger compartment. Thus, in this case
considerable passenger compartment space is wasted
by a storage rack arrangement. It has, therefore, been
suggested to dispense with the storage rack arrange-
ment in the passenger compartment, and to utilize in-
stead a storage rack arrangement located in the cargo
compartment below the passenger compartment. In par-
ticular, such storage rack arrangement may e.g. be pro-
vided in a removable cargo container, which can be load-
ed into the cargo compartment together with other con-
ventional cargo containers. Thus, boxes and trolleys with
catering goods can advantageously be stored into the
storage rack arrangement outside the aircraft.
[0005] In any case, it is necessary to provide for a lift
apparatus for vertically lifting objects to be utilized, proc-
essed or handled in the upper compartment from the low-
er compartment, i.e. in a direction perpendicularly or

transversely to the floor structure. For this purpose, an
aperture is provided in a portion of the floor structure,
typically below a monument in which or to which the lift
apparatus is mounted. A manual or automatic means
must be provided for placing objects to be lifted at a de-
fined location in the lower compartment where they can
be engaged or grabbed by the lift apparatus, or the lift
apparatus must be movable in the horizontal direction,
i.e. along the extension of the floor structure. In the ex-
ample of a galley and the use of a storage rack arrange-
ment in a cargo container an opening or aperture must
also be provided in the upper wall portion of the container
to allow for access of the lift apparatus to the boxes and/or
trolleys stored inside the container.
[0006] Further, when providing an aperture in a floor
structure between two compartments of an aircraft, due
to safety considerations it is necessary to able to close
the aperture. This is particularly the case if the two com-
partments have different safety classifications, such as
a passenger compartment and a cargo compartment, be-
cause then the floor structure is required to provide a fire
and smoke barrier in case of an emergency. In this regard
it must also be taken into consideration that a cargo com-
partment of an aircraft will typically be flooded with Halon
if a potential fire hazard is detected in the cargo compart-
ment, but that the Halon must not enter the passenger
compartment. Consequently, any means for closing the
aperture must be constructed such that it acts as a fire
and smoke barrier and as an airtight seal and the very
high safety requirements in aircraft are met for various
different scenarios.
[0007] For some specific applications, such as a crew
rest container or a waste container being installed in the
lower compartment, a manually movable cover or hatch
is known. However, as a lift apparatus will typically be
installed inside a monument or comprise a lift compart-
ment inside the monument, which monument is installed
immediately above the aperture, such manually movable
covers may be difficult or impossible to use with a lift
apparatus.
[0008] Automated cover arrangements always require
additional mechanical or electrical components for the
opening and closing of the aperture. For example, ar-
rangements are known in which two flaps, one on each
side of the aperture, are electrically moved towards and
away from each other in order to close and open the
aperture, respectively.
[0009] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide a lift apparatus of the above type, providing
the possibility to selectively close an aperture in a simple,
reliable and fail-safe manner.
[0010] This problem is solved by a lift apparatus as
claimed in claim 1 and an aircraft as claimed in claim 10.
Advantageous embodiments of the lift apparatus and the
aircraft are the subject-matter of the respective depend-
ent claims.
[0011] According to the present invention a lift appa-
ratus is adapted for transporting objects, such as goods
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or boxes or trolleys including goods or other objects, e.g.
catering goods, between a first compartment of an air-
craft and a second compartment of an aircraft through
an aperture in a floor structure separating the first com-
partment and the second compartment from each other.
[0012] The lift apparatus comprises a conveying
means, which has a retaining portion adapted to selec-
tively retain and release objects to be transported. For
this purpose, the retaining portion may include an grip-
ping means, which is operable to actively grip and release
an object to be transported, or passive engagement or
support means. For example, the retaining portion may
include a support plate, on which an object to be trans-
ported can be disposed, and a coupling means coupling
the support plate to the remainder of the conveying
means.
[0013] The lift apparatus further comprises a guide
means to which the conveying means is mounted such
that it is linearly movable in a guided manner along a
predetermined and preferably straight path of motion de-
fined by the guide means. In other words, the conveying
means is movable along the guide means, which defines
the predetermined path of motion.
[0014] Moreover, the lift apparatus comprises moving
means adapted for driving the conveying means to line-
arly move along the predetermined path of motion and
along the guide means. The moving means may be or
comprise at least one motor, such as, in particular, an
electric motor, but may alternatively or additionally also
be or comprise other means, such as pneumatic or hy-
draulic means. For controlling the operation of the moving
means and, thus, the linear movement of the conveying
means and the position of the conveying means along
the guide means the lift apparatus may also comprise a
control means adapted for effecting the control. For this
purpose, it may be operatively coupled with the moving
means by, e.g., a wired or wireless connection.
[0015] The conveying means further comprises a clos-
ing portion, wherein the retaining portion and the closing
portion are disposed one after the other along the pre-
determined path of motion, i.e. along the direction defined
by the guide means. Both the retaining portion and the
closing portion move together with the remainder of the
conveying means, i.e. the conveying means preferably
moves as a whole or as a single unit or component along
the predetermined path of motion. The lift apparatus is
adapted to be mounted in an aircraft, which comprises a
first compartment and a second compartment separated
from each other by a floor structure having an aperture.
More specifically, the lift apparatus is adapted - and in
particular the closing portion and the retaining portion are
arranged and dimensioned - so that the lift apparatus is
mountable in such a manner that the predetermined path
of motion extends through the aperture, and that the con-
veying means is selectively movable along the predeter-
mined path of motion between a first position, in which -
along the predetermined path of motion - the closing por-
tion is spaced from the floor structure and the aperture

and at least part of the retaining portion is disposed be-
tween the floor structure and the closing portion, and a
second position, in which the closing portion closes the
aperture. Preferably, in the mounted condition the pre-
determined path of motion extends perpendicularly with
respect to the floor structure. Of course, such a lift appa-
ratus is only operable if the aperture has such dimensions
that at least part of the retaining portion is movable
through the aperture (together with suitable objects to be
transported), and that the closing portion cannot move
through the aperture, but is rather operable to completely
close the aperture. In other words, the construction of
the lift apparatus determines with which types of aircraft
and in particular which dimensions of apertures the lift
apparatus can be used.
[0016] This construction provides the advantage that
selectively closing the aperture is effected automatically
and in a very simple manner when moving the conveying
means into a predetermined position, and that no sepa-
rate closing means involving additional electrical or me-
chanical components is required. In particular, not addi-
tional parts for actuating the closing mechanism are re-
quired. Due to the reduced parts count and complexity
an improvement in terms of costs, easy of maintenance
and reliability is achieved. In addition to being able to
provide for a fire and smoke barrier in case of an emer-
gency, the closing portion may also be adapted to serve
as an efficient acoustic barrier, which is particularly im-
portant if one of the compartments is a passenger com-
partment.
[0017] It is to be noted that the above lift apparatus can
be constructed to be mountable in an aircraft of the above
type either in such a manner that in the first position the
closing portion is located in the upper one of the first and
second compartments and when moving towards the
second position approaches the aperture from above, or
in such a manner that in the first position the closing por-
tion is located in the lower one of the first and second
compartments and when moving towards the second po-
sition approaches the aperture from below. Further, it is
also possible and may be advantageous if the conveying
means additionally comprises a further closing portion.
Then, the closing portion mentioned previously consti-
tutes a first closing portion and the further closing portion
constitutes a second closing portion. The retaining por-
tion is preferably disposed between the first and second
closing portions along the predetermined path of motion,
i.e. along the direction defined by the guide means. Both
the retaining portion and the first and second closing por-
tions move together with the remainder of the conveying
means. In such an embodiment of the lift apparatus the
first and second closing portions and the retaining portion
are arranged and dimensioned so that the lift apparatus
is mountable in the manner described in detail above,
wherein in the first position the second closing portion
closes the aperture and in the second position the second
closing portion is spaced from the floor structure and the
aperture and at least part of the retaining portion is dis-
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posed between the floor structure and the second closing
portion. Apart from this the same considerations apply
for both the first closing portion and the second closing
portion, i.e. the preceding and the following explanations
regarding the first closing portion also apply to the second
closing portion.
[0018] This embodiment provides for two different po-
sitions of the conveying means in which the aperture is
closed automatically and in a very simple manner by mov-
ing the conveying means into the respective predeter-
mined position, without a need for separate closing
means involving additional electrical or mechanical com-
ponents. Thus, it is advantageously possible to arrange
the lift apparatus in an aircraft of the above type such
that in that both in the uppermost position of the convey-
ing means, in which an object retained by the retaining
portion is located in the upper one of the first and second
compartments, and the lowermost position of the con-
veying means, in which an object retained by the retaining
portion is located in the lower one of the first and second
compartments, the aperture is closed.
[0019] In a preferred embodiment the closing portion
comprises an annularly closed contact surface, which
faces the retaining portion and is adapted to abut, in the
mounted condition of the lift apparatus described above,
an annularly closed portion of the floor structure sur-
rounding the aperture when the conveying means is in
the second position. Preferably, the contact surface,
which may be a continuous surface or an annularly
shaped surface extends perpendicularly with respect to
the predetermined path of motion. In this embodiment
the aperture is closed in a simple manner by the contact
between the contact surface and annularly closed portion
of the floor structure surrounding the aperture. The con-
struction according to this embodiment has the conse-
quence that a portion of the retaining portion adjacent or
facing the closing portion or the entire retaining portion
is disposed entirely inside an annularly closed circumfer-
ential edge region of the contact surface, when viewed
along the predetermined path of motion.
[0020] In a preferred embodiment the closing portion
is or comprises a plate-shaped element which extends
in a plane which is perpendicular to the predetermined
path of motion.
[0021] In a preferred embodiment the retaining portion
comprises a gripping means which is adapted for selec-
tively gripping and releasing objects to be transported.
The gripping means may be configured to be operable
manually or by automatic means.
[0022] In a preferred embodiment the closing portion
comprises a sealing arrangement which is adapted to
provide an airtight seal and/or a fire barrier when the clos-
ing portion closes an aperture in a floor structure in the
manner described above when the lift apparatus is
mounted in an aircraft. For example, the sealing arrange-
ment may comprise one or more suitable sealing rings
fixedly secured to the closing portion. It should be noted
that in case of the above embodiment, in which the clos-

ing portion comprises a contact surface, the sealing ar-
rangement, such as one or more sealing rings, is regard-
ed as constituting or forming part of the contact surface.
Additionally or alternatively, a sealing arrangement may
also be included in the floor structure of an aircraft, such
as in an annularly closed region of the floor structure
surrounding the aperture. Such sealing arrangement
forming part of the floor structure must be arranged in
such a manner that it is contacted by the closing portion
when the closing portion closes the aperture.
[0023] In a preferred embodiment the lift apparatus fur-
ther comprises a frame defining an aperture and adapted
to be mounted in an opening in a floor structure separat-
ing a first compartment and a second compartment of an
aircraft from each other. In the mounted condition the
frame then constitutes a part of the floor structure and
defines the aperture in the floor structure referred to
above, i.e. the aperture of the frame is then the above-
mentioned aperture in the floor structure. The aperture
is dimensioned such that the above considerations apply.
In particular, it is preferred that the aperture of the frame
has smaller dimensions than the closing portion such that
the closing portion is movable into a position in which the
closing portion abuts an annularly closed portion of the
floor structure surrounding the aperture, thereby closing
the aperture. Further, a seat, in particular an annular re-
cessed region surrounding the aperture, may be provided
in the frame, which seat is adapted for receiving the clos-
ing portion or a portion of the closing portion. The frame
may also comprise a sealing arrangement as mentioned
above, which may be the only sealing arrangement or
cooperate with a sealing arrangement on the closing por-
tion.
[0024] In a preferred embodiment the lift apparatus fur-
ther comprises a monument which comprises a straight
elongate cavity open at one of its longitudinal ends to-
wards the exterior of the monument and defining a lon-
gitudinal axis. The guide means is mounted to the mon-
ument, such as to interior walls of the monument defining
the cavity. The conveying means is disposed at least
partially inside the cavity, and the lift apparatus is adapted
for transporting objects from outside the monument along
the longitudinal axis of the cavity through its open end
into the cavity. In accordance with the above explana-
tions, the monument, which may, e.g., be a galley, is
adapted to be mounted on a floor structure of an aircraft
separating a first compartment and a second compart-
ment of the aircraft from each other such that the longi-
tudinal axis is oriented perpendicularly to the floor struc-
ture and the open end of the cavity is facing the floor
structure, wherein the guide means and the predeter-
mined path of motion extend parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the cavity.
[0025] In a preferred embodiment the moving means
comprises one or more drive means for driving the con-
veying means and one or more brake means adapted
for selectively locking the conveying means in its position
and releasing it to be movable by the one or more drive
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means. The one or more drive means may be or comprise
electric, pneumatic and/or hydraulic devices, i.e. rely on
electric, pneumatic and/or hydraulic power. The one or
more drive means and the one or more brake means are
adapted such that in the case of loss of power the one
or more brake means are automatically released and the
one or more drive means do not resist movement of the
conveying means along the guide means under the in-
fluence of gravity. This construction provides the advan-
tage that the lift apparatus is mountable in such a manner
that the second (closing) position of the conveying means
is the lowermost position, so that in case of loss of power
the conveying means automatically moves to close the
aperture under the influence of gravity.
[0026] In a preferred embodiment the guide means
comprises two straight guide members which are spaced
from each other. In case the lift apparatus comprises a
monument as described above, each of the two guide
members is preferably attached to or integrated into a
different one of two spaced opposing wall portions of a
sidewall arrangement defining the cavity and extending
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the cavity. In any case,
the conveying means comprises two conveying mem-
bers, each mounted to a different one of the guide mem-
bers such that they are linearly moveable along the re-
spective guide member. The moving means is then, of
course, adapted for driving the two conveying members
to linearly move along the guide members, wherein the
moving means includes at least one drive means for driv-
ing the two conveying members, i.e. moving them along
the guide members. Preferably for each conveying mem-
ber and guide member a separate drive means and a
separate brake means are provided as well as a separate
power unit for powering the drive means and the brake
means. It is to be noted that the guide means may not
only include exactly two of the above-described guide
members, but that embodiments may also be advanta-
geous in which the guide means comprises three or more
of the above-described guide members. Then, the con-
veying means comprises a corresponding number or at
least a corresponding number of the above-described
conveying members, each mounted to a different one of
the guide members such that they are linearly moveable
along the respective guide member.
[0027] As already explained in detail above, the lift ap-
paratus of any of the above-mentioned embodiments is
specifically adapted to be mounted in an aircraft com-
prising a first compartment, a second compartment, and
a floor structure separating the first and second compart-
ments from each other and having an aperture. There-
fore, the present invention also relates to such an aircraft
comprising a lift apparatus according to any of the pre-
ceding embodiments. The lift apparatus is mounted in
the aircraft in one of the manners already described in
detail above, i.e. in particular such that the predetermined
path of motion extends through the aperture between the
first compartment and the second compartment, so that
by moving the conveying means along the predetermined

path of motion a portion of the conveying means can be
moved through the aperture. The aperture has smaller
dimensions than the closing portion, so that the closing
portion is able to completely cover and close the aperture,
and the conveying means and guide means are adapted
and arranged to enable transport of objects through the
aperture between the first and second compartments
while the objects are retained by the retaining portion.
The conveying means is movable along the predeter-
mined path of motion between a first position, in which
the closing portion is spaced from the floor structure and
the aperture and at least part of the retaining portion is
disposed between the floor structure and the closing por-
tion, and a second position, in which the closing portion
closes the aperture. The second position advantageous-
ly constitutes an end position of the predetermined path
of motion, wherein the closing portion and the aperture
cooperate as stop means.
[0028] In case the lift apparatus is of the above-de-
scribed construction comprising in addition to the first
closing portion a second closing portion, the aperture has
also smaller dimensions than the second closing portion,
so that the second closing portion is likewise able to com-
pletely cover and close the aperture. As explained in de-
tail above, in the second position the second closing por-
tion is spaced from the floor structure and the aperture
and at least part of the retaining portion is disposed be-
tween the floor structure and the second closing portion,
and in the first position the second closing portion closes
the aperture. In this embodiment the first position advan-
tageously likewise constitutes an end position of the pre-
determined path of motion, wherein the second closing
portion and the aperture cooperate as stop means. Then,
the lift apparatus is advantageously arranged such that
both in the uppermost of the first and second positions,
in which an object retained by the retaining portion is
located in the upper one of the first and second compart-
ments, and the lowermost of the first and second posi-
tions, in which an object retained by the retaining portion
is located in the lower one of the first and second com-
partments, the aperture is closed. Of course, this neces-
sitates suitable dimensions of the object to be transport-
ed. In particular, the object must be arranged between
the first and second closing portions.
[0029] In a preferred embodiment of the aircraft, the
first and second compartments have different classifica-
tions. Preferably, the first compartment is a passenger
compartment and the second compartment is a cargo
compartment.
[0030] In a preferred embodiment of the aircraft the
second position is the lowest possible position of the con-
veying means along the predetermined path of motion,
i.e. the lower end position. It is particularly preferred if
the moving means is adapted such that in case of loss
of power the conveying means moves into the second
position or is maintained in the second position under the
influence of gravity. For this purpose, the above-de-
scribed embodiment of a lift apparatus, in which the mov-
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ing means comprises one or more drive means and one
or more brake means may be advantageously utilized.
[0031] In a preferred embodiment of the aircraft the
closing portion and the floor structure comprise cooper-
ating locking means for selectively mechanically locking
the closing portion in the second position.
[0032] In the following an exemplary embodiment of
the invention will be described in more detail with refer-
ence to the figures.

Figure 1 shows a schematic perspective view of a
lift apparatus according to the present invention in-
stalled in an aircraft, wherein the lift apparatus is in
a position in which an aperture in a floor structure of
the aircraft is open.

Figure 2 shows a schematic perspective view of the
lift apparatus of Figure 1, wherein the lift apparatus
is in a position in which the aperture in the floor struc-
ture of the aircraft is closed.

[0033] The aircraft 10 shown in Figures 1 and 2 in a
perspective view comprises a lift apparatus 11 and a floor
structure 1, in which a rectangular aperture 8 is provided.
It is to be noted that of the aircraft 10 only the lift apparatus
11 and the floor structure 1 are shown in detail. The floor
structure 1 separates a passenger compartment 12 and
a cargo compartment 13 from each other.
[0034] Inside the passenger compartment 12 the lift
apparatus 11 is mounted on the floor structure 1 such
that the lift apparatus is arranged immediately above and
aligned with the aperture 8. Typically, the lift apparatus
11 will be mounted inside a lift compartment of a monu-
ment, such as a galley, mounted to the floor structure 1
inside the passenger compartment 12. The lift apparatus
11 is operable for vertically transporting an object 6, such
as a box, through the aperture 8 in the floor structure 1
between the first position shown in Figure 1, in which the
object 6 is disposed inside the passenger compartment
12, and the second position shown in Figure 2, in which
the object 6 is disposed inside the cargo compartment 13.
[0035] The lift apparatus 11 comprises two straight bar-
shaped guide rails or masts 18a, 18b which are mounted
such that they are oriented perpendicularly with respect
to the floor structure 1 and a plane in which the aperture
8 extends. The guide rails 18a, 18b may e.g. be mounted
to two opposing sidewalls of a lift compartment. The guide
rails 18a, 18b are disposed on opposite sides of the ap-
erture 8, i.e. at an angular distance of 180° with respect
to a longitudinal axis of the aperture 8.
[0036] The lift apparatus 11 further comprises two con-
veying members 20a, 20b, each mounted to a different
one of the guide rails 18a, 18b in such a manner that they
are linearly movable along the guide rails 18a, 18b in a
guided manner, i.e. in a direction perpendicular to the
plane defined by the floor structure 1 and the aperture 8.
The conveying members 20a, 20b constitute carriages
which are secured and guided by the guide rails 18a, 18b

and are able to move along the guide rails 18a, 18b. They
are arranged on two opposite sides of the aperture 8 in
the floor structure 1. The guide rails 18a, 18b define a
predetermined path of motion.
[0037] For effecting the linear movement of the con-
veying members 20a, 20b two drive units 3a, 3b, which
comprise electrical motors and brakes, are provided
which move the conveying members 20a, 20b and are
synchronized by a suitable control means for the two con-
veying members 20a, 20b to always be at the same
height above the floor structure 1 and to always move at
the same speed. The drive units 3a, 3b may be adapted
and arranged to move the conveying members 20a, 20b
e.g. via means such as belts (not shown) or rotating spin-
dles (not shown).
[0038] As shown in the Figures, a compensation unit
4 is secured to the conveying members 20a, 20b such
that it is arranged between them. Further, a cover plate
2 is rigidly secured to the compensation unit 4, and a
gripping device 5 for selectively gripping and holding the
respective object 6 to be lifted is mounted below the cover
plate 2. The compensation unit 4 is constructed and cou-
pled to the conveying members 20a, 20b in such a man-
ner that a relative rotational movement between the con-
veying members 20a, 20b on the one hand and the cover
plate 2 and gripping device 5 on the other hand about
three perpendicular axes is possible. In this manner a
jamming of the lift apparatus 11 can be avoided. The
conveying members 20a, 20b, the compensation unit 4,
the cover plate 2 and the gripping device 5 in combination
constitute a conveying means 14, which moves as a
whole along the predetermined path of motion defined
by the guide rails 18a, 18b.
[0039] The dimensions and relative arrangement of the
cover plate 2 and the gripping device 5 are such that,
when viewed from above, the gripping device 5 does not
extend beyond the outer circumferential edge of the cov-
er plate 2 and the gripping device 5 is located inside a
region located inside an annularly closed circumferential
edge region of the cover plate 2. Thus, on its lower sur-
face, which faces the gripping device 5, the cover plate
2 comprises an annularly closed circumferentially ex-
tending contact surface into which the gripping device 5
does not extend when viewed from above. Further, the
shape and dimensions of the cover plate 2 correspond
to a recessed portion 15 of the floor structure 1, in which
recessed portion 15 the aperture 8 is provided. The di-
mensions of the aperture are slightly smaller than the
dimensions of the recessed portion 15, such that an an-
nularly closed circumferentially extending support sur-
face 7 is provided as part of the floor structure 1 and
surrounding the aperture 8. The support surface 7 and/or
the contact surface of the cover plate 2 comprise suitable
sealing means.
[0040] Due to the above construction, by moving the
conveying members 20a, 20b the gripping device 5 can
be linearly moved from the position shown in Figure 1
through the aperture 8 into the position inside the cargo
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compartment 13 shown in Figure 2 and vice versa, while
gripping and retaining an object 6 to be transported. In
each of the two positions the gripping device 5 can be
operated to selectively release and grip the object 6, as
desired. In the position shown in Figure 1, in which the
conveying means 14 is located in the uppermost position
along the predetermined path of motion and the aperture
8 is open with the object 6 being located immediately
above the open aperture 8. Importantly, when moving
the conveying means 14 into the position shown in Figure
2 the contact surface of the cover plate 2 abuts the sup-
port surface 7 surrounding the aperture 8, thereby seal-
ingly closing the aperture 8.
[0041] Thus, closing the aperture 8 is automatically ef-
fected with the normal movement of the conveying
means 14 into the lowermost position, in which the grip-
ping device 5 is disposed inside the cargo compartment
13. Advantageously the drive units 3a, 3b are constructed
such that in case of loss of electric power the conveying
means 14 automatically moves into the position of Figure
2 under the influence of gravity, thereby closing the ap-
erture 8.

Claims

1. A lift apparatus for transporting objects (6) between
a first compartment (12) of an aircraft (10) and a sec-
ond compartment (13) of the aircraft (10) through an
aperture (8) in a floor structure (1) separating the
first compartment (12) and the second compartment
(13) from each other, the lift apparatus (11) compris-
ing:

- a conveying means (14) comprising a retaining
portion (5) adapted to selectively retain and re-
lease objects (6) to be transported,
- a guide means (18a, 18b) to which the convey-
ing means (14) is mounted such that it is linearly
movable in a guided manner along a predeter-
mined path of motion defined by the guide
means (18a, 18b), and
- a moving means adapted for driving the con-
veying means (14) to linearly move along the
predetermined path of motion,
characterized in that the conveying means
(14) further comprises a closing portion (2),
wherein the retaining portion (5) and the closing
portion (2) are disposed one after the other along
the predetermined path of motion, and wherein
the lift apparatus (11) is adapted to be mounted
in an aircraft (10), which comprises a first com-
partment (12) and a second compartment (13)
separated from each other by a floor structure
(1) having an aperture (8), in such a manner that
the predetermined path of motion extends
through the aperture (8), and that the conveying
means (14) is selectively movable along the pre-

determined path of motion between a first posi-
tion, in which the closing portion (2) is spaced
from the floor structure (1) and the aperture (8)
and at least part of the retaining portion (5) is
disposed between the floor structure (1) and the
closing portion (2), and a second position, in
which the closing portion (2) closes the aperture
(8).

2. The lift apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
closing portion (2) comprises an annularly closed
contact surface, which faces the retaining portion (5)
and is adapted to abut, in the mounted condition of
the lift apparatus (11), an annularly closed portion of
a floor structure (1) surrounding the aperture (8)
when the conveying means (14) is in the second po-
sition.

3. The lift apparatus according to claim 1 or claim 2,
wherein the closing portion is or comprises a plate-
shaped element (2) which extends in a plane which
is perpendicular to the predetermined path of motion.

4. The lift apparatus according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein the retaining portion (5) comprises
a gripping means (5) which is adapted for selectively
gripping and releasing objects (6) to be transported.

5. The lift apparatus according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein the closing portion (2) comprises a
sealing arrangement which is adapted to provide an
airtight seal and/or a fire barrier when the closing
portion (2) closes an aperture (8) in a floor structure
(1).

6. The lift apparatus according to any of the preceding
claims, further comprising a frame defining an aper-
ture (8) and adapted to be mounted in an opening in
a floor structure (1) separating a first compartment
(12) and a second compartment (13) of an aircraft
(10) from each other, wherein the aperture (8) of the
frame has smaller dimensions than the closing por-
tion (2) such that the closing portion (2) is movable
into a position in which the closing portion (2) abuts
an annularly closed portion of the floor structure (1)
surrounding the aperture (8), thereby closing the ap-
erture (8).

7. The lift apparatus according to any of the preceding
claims, further comprising a monument comprising
a straight elongate cavity open at one of its longitu-
dinal ends towards the exterior of the monument and
defining a longitudinal axis, wherein the guide means
(18a, 18b) is mounted to the monument, the convey-
ing means (14) is disposed at least partially inside
the cavity, and the lift apparatus (11) is adapted for
transporting objects (6) from outside the monument
along the longitudinal axis of the cavity through its
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open end into the cavity, wherein the monument is
adapted to be mounted on a floor structure (1) of an
aircraft (10) separating a first compartment (12) and
a second compartment (13) of the aircraft (10) from
each other such that the longitudinal axis is oriented
perpendicularly to the floor structure (1) and the open
end of the cavity is facing the floor structure (1),
wherein the guide means (18a, 18b) and the prede-
termined path of motion extend parallel to the longi-
tudinal axis of the cavity.

8. The lift apparatus according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein the moving means comprises at
least one drive means (3a, 3b) for driving the con-
veying means (14) and at least one brake means
(3a, 3b) adapted for selectively locking the conveying
means (14) in its position and releasing it to be mov-
able by the at least one drive means (3a, 3b), wherein
the at least one drive means (3a, 3b) and the at least
one brake means (3a, 3b) are adapted such that in
the case of loss of power the at least one brake
means (3a, 3b) is automatically released and the at
least one drive means (3a, 3b) does not resist move-
ment of the conveying means (14) along the guide
means (18a, 18b) under the influence of gravity.

9. The lift apparatus according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein

- the guide means comprises two or more
straight guide members (18a, 18b) which are
spaced from each other, and
- the conveying means (14) comprises two or
more conveying members (20a, 20b), one for
each of the guide members (18a, 18b) and each
mounted to a different one of the guide members
(18a, 18b) such that they are linearly moveable
along the respective guide member (18a, 18b).

10. An aircraft (10) comprising:

a first compartment (12),
a second compartment (13),
a floor structure (1) separating the first and sec-
ond compartments (12, 13) from each other and
having an aperture (8), and
a lift apparatus (11) according to any of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein

- the lift apparatus (11) is mounted in the
aircraft (10) such that the predetermined
path of motion extends through the aperture
(8) between the first compartment (12) and
the second compartment (13),
- the aperture (8) has smaller dimensions
than the closing portion (2), so that the clos-
ing portion (2) is able to completely cover
and close the aperture (8), and the convey-

ing means (14) and guide means (18a, 18b)
are adapted and arranged to enable trans-
port of objects (6) through the aperture (8)
between the first and second compartments
(12, 13) while the objects (6) are retained
by the retaining portion (5), and
- the conveying means (14) is movable
along the predetermined path of motion be-
tween a first position, in which the closing
portion (2) is spaced from the floor structure
(1) and the aperture (8) and at least part of
the retaining portion (5) is disposed be-
tween the floor structure (1) and the closing
portion (2), and a second position, in which
the closing portion (2) closes the aperture
(8).

11. The aircraft according to claim 10, wherein the first
compartment (12) is a passenger compartment and
the second compartment (13) is a cargo compart-
ment.

12. The aircraft according to claim 10 or claim 11, where-
in the second position is the lowest possible position
of the conveying means (14) along the predeter-
mined path of motion.

13. The aircraft according to claim 12, wherein the mov-
ing means is adapted such that in case of loss of
power the conveying means (14) moves into the sec-
ond position or is maintained in the second position
under the influence of gravity.

14. The aircraft according to claim 13, wherein the lift
apparatus (11) is a lift apparatus according to claim 8.

15. The aircraft according to any of claims 10 to 14,
wherein the closing portion (2) and the floor structure
(1) comprise cooperating locking means for selec-
tively mechanically locking the closing portion (2) in
the second position.
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